Thomas Jefferson and the Polygraph
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Monticello, Wiemer and Koschal address this
only means of distinguishing the polygraph
homas jefferson’s invisible
issue: “Can a collector/dealer in autographs
original from the filed copy is the stamping
Hand, by Stephen Koschal and
tell the difference from an original handor other evidence of handling on the address
Andreas Wiemer, is a great barwritten letter by Jefferson verses [sic] a copy
leaf of the mailed copy or Jefferson’s customary
gain at $10. Readers may recall
that was written by the polygraph?” Chew reendorsement of the filed copy... It is extremely
that in 1995 Koschal and Lynne E. Keyes
plies that, “It’s quite easy to determine an origimportant for the autograph community to
published The History of Collecting Executive
inal from the copy. On the original the writing
understand that a copy of most of Jefferson’s
Mansion, White House and The White House
would be quite clear. On the copy, the quality
letters from 1804 until his death exists.” The
Cards Signed by the Presidents and Their First
of the line (the handwritten line) is not the
authors give a full-page, side-by-side illustraLadies—a nifty slim study reviewed favorably
same. The writing would appear to look
in this column.
‘scratchy’ or just bad handwriting.”
It has always surprised this reviewer
Wiemer and Koschal also ask
that few in the autograph world have taken
Chew, “Could an original handwritten
a close look at Thomas Jefferson’s remarkable
Jefferson letter be confused with a copy
polygraph machine, a handwriting duplicawhen the original may have been extion device—a kind of 19th century Autopen
posed to humidity over the years? In this
machine. It’s deeply disturbing that undecase the writing could appear ‘scratchy’
tected polygraph letters created by Jefferson
or blurry.” Chew answers, “It’s possible.”
might be changing hands at handsome sums
However, she says that differentiating
under the guise of being original holograph
between an original and a polygraph
letters—a subject that I broached briefly in
copy is “quite easy to the trained eye.
an installment of my “Autographica Curiosa”
The originals are quite clear....”
column in Autograph (then Autograph
The real lesson, then—and this only
Collector) several years ago.
applies to those with the pockets to acPrimary author Andreas Wiemer—a
quire Jefferson letters—is the potential
well-known German autograph collector
risk in chasing after such material from
and researcher—and coauthor/editor
anyone other than serious full-time
Stephen Koschal have performed valuable
professional dealers. In other words, if
research in Thomas Jefferson’s Invisible Hand.
you pursue high-end Jefferson mateThe authors address Jefferson’s genius for inrial from nontraditional venues (eBay
venting and for improving existing invenand antique shops prime among them)
tions, his attachment to letters and penchant
be aware of this risk and govern yourfor preservation, and his acquisition of a John
selves accordingly.
Hawkins polygraph machine and subseAnyone interested in Jefferson, the
quent experiments with and attempts to impresidents, facsimiles or any of the isprove the machine. The book also includes a
sues that Thomas Jefferson’s Invisible
mini-history of early copying systems.
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not a visually sophisticated book, and
kept polygraph copies of most of his correuses occasional stilted language, it tells a
spondence. “Copies of letters that Jefferson
great story that should be better known. The
tion of a September 7, 1806 Jefferson letter,
made using the polygraph are usually fresh
illustrations are for the most part quite good,
both the original and the polygraph copy.
and legible,” note the authors. “Occasionally, as
and most importantly, it uncovers a potential
While the illustration size and quality are unJefferson sometimes complained, the copying
hazard that collectors need to know about.
fortunately not adequate for detailed analysis
pen became stuck in the fibers of the paper
of the telltale signs of a polygraph copy, they
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